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EDITORIAL
Much like how the near-farcical political
melodrama that is Brexit has overshadowed
everything else that is happening in UK news at
present, so too the ongoing Staples-Essendant
merger deal has perhaps drawn attention away
from other issues facing the IDC at present.
This month, as we continue to wait for
the FTC to decide the fate of one of our key
wholesalers, we can refocus on some of the
other challenges we face. Those of you with any
federal government business should look at the
news story on page 14 and Paul Miller’s further
musings on page 24 about GSA’s planned
changes to Multiple Award Schedules. The exact
details of these changes are yet to revealed but,
as Miller reports, there is a chance that GSA
could sacrifice fair competition in return for ease
of use. NOPA has pledged to stay vigilant.
The dangers of a move to a single-schedule,
e-commerce-based platform are highlighted
further in our second lead story (also p14),
about the quantity of counterfeit goods currently
available on services such as Amazon, with a
Senate Finance Committee report expected to
claim that over 40% of goods on the sites are not
what they seem.
Talking of Amazon, the IDC continues to fight a
seemingly uphill battle against the retail giant—
and do it loudly. Check out Teresa Gandara’s
appearance on a local news program,
highlighting the dangers of Amazon to local
economies—it’s well worth a watch.
All that remains is for me to wish you all a very
happy holiday season. Enjoy whatever break
from business you will allow yourselves over the
period and we’ll be back in the new year to help
keep the IDC flag flying high!

Omaha dealer All Makes Office
Equipment hits the hundred
year mark

Despite all the competition, there’s still room in the office furniture
business for family owned and operated dealerships. Just spend
a few minutes with Jeff Kavich and his sister, Amee Zetzman, at
All Makes Office Equipment in Omaha, Nebraska, and learn how
successful some family office furniture businesses have become.
Jeff and Amee represent the fourth generation of a family that’s
kept All Makes growing and prosperous since their grandfather Harry
Ferer, a Russian immigrant newly arrived and ready to live his dream,
founded the company back in 1918.
All Makes began primarily as an office machines dealership,
selling Royal typewriters and the Ediphone, an early dictation
machine patented by inventor Thomas Alva Edison, whom Ferer
knew. The dealership still carries office machines, but today they

CLICK HERE to see why
independent dealers are
supporting the great work
done by City of Hope
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Marks-A-Lot®, Hi-Liter™
and Glue Stic®
When there’s work to do, Avery supplies are ready for the
task. Marks-A-Lot® Markers are specially formulated so
they won’t dry out quickly, and Marks-A-Lot® Dry Erase
Markers are made to erase easily. HI-LITER® highlighters
feature Smear Safe™ ink, and Glue Stick™ gluesticks are
non-toxic and washable. For dependable supplies that
work as bard as you do, count on Avery products.

To learn more, visit avery.com
©2018 Avery Products Corporation. All Rights Reserved.
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account for only about 10% of total sales, with office
furniture and related services generating the majority of
the business. Key to the company’s furniture business is its
long-time relationship with Haworth.
From its beginnings in Omaha, All Makes has expanded
through branch locations in Lincoln and Kearney, Nebraska,
and Des Moines, Iowa, and established a growing base of

national and even global accounts.
In the past, All Makes sponsored several Office Makeover
Contests, where $25,000 in office furniture and design
services were donated to a winning nonprofit. In its 100th
year, All Makes wanted to do something special, so it
donated $100,000 total ($25,000 each) to one nonprofit in
each location: Omaha, Lincoln, Kearney and Des Moines.

Texas Dealer Daniel Office Products celebrates 40 years of success
The year was 1978. Laverne &
Shirley was the number one show
on TV, the New York Yankees
won the World Series, the Dallas
Cowboys were Superbowl XII
champions, Ben and Jerry
opened their first ice cream
parlor and Daniel Office Products
started in business.
Originally founded in Conroe,
Texas by Raymond and Winona
Daniel, Daniel Office Products
moved to The Woodlands
in 1980. Raymond followed
his largest customer, an oil
company, so he could provide
them better service.
Lou Ann
Raymond was never happy
Tiger and
with the retail store he had in
Bob Daniel
Conroe. “He would go into the
store every day and contend that what was on the shelves
was wasted product,” said Lou Ann Tiger, sales manager. “‘If
we don’t sell this, it will just sit here,’ he would say.”
The retail store closed when the business moved to The
Woodlands. At that time, Raymond contacted S. P. Richards
and began a discussion that would lead Daniel Office Products
to become one of the first stockless dealers in the country.
In the mid-90s, the perfect opportunity arose to keep the
business in the family. After 22 years playing tuba in the U.S.
Air Force Band in Washington D.C., Raymond’s son Bob
decided he was ready to move back to the area. In 1996
Raymond appointed Bob Daniel general manager.
“We are so pleased to celebrate 40 years,” said Bob,
now president. “We have thoroughly enjoyed working
with our clients over the years, and it is because of
those loyal clients and our excellent staff that we are
experiencing this landmark.”
Fortunes in central Texas are tied to the oil economy and
for several years business at the dealership had slow or no
growth. But things have started to turn around and 2018 has
produced some solid growth. “Cleaning, breakroom and the
DECEMBER 2018

newer furniture products are what’s getting us through the
door,” said Lou Ann.
Additionally, the dealership has a strong business with
local area schools. The region is prospering and new
schools are under construction. That activity has attracted
more competition from Houston, but Daniel Office Products
is solidly entrenched. “We opened up two new schools with
one district this last summer,” said Lou Ann.
The experienced and highly knowledgeable team is totally
dedicated to meeting their customers’ office supply needs. In
large part, that is the reason Daniel Office Products has been
able to grow over the years. The dealership has expanded
its client base in Montgomery and Harris Counties, and as far
away as Dallas.
Lou Ann recently celebrated 25 years with Daniel Office
Products. “What I like most about working here is that every
day is different; new challenges, new customers and the
great feeling I get being able to make sales calls and close
a deal. Working for Daniel Office Products has given me the
opportunity to be involved in the community and forge life
long relationships with so many people.”
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New York furniture dealer creates
California dealers
a Special Space for a sick child
Blaisdell’s and Give
Something Back merge
Blaisdell’s Business Products in Oakland, California,
has acquired Give Something Back (GSB) of San
Leandro, California, Financial details of the acquisition
were not disclosed.
Blaisdell’s should close out the year with sales
approaching $19.2 million, said Mike Witte, Blaisdell’s
chief operating officer. Mike said that GSB should finish
the year at roughly $23 million.
The combination of the two dealerships will create
a formidable presence in the office supplies business
on the West Coast. “With the way we go to market we
should be a $44-45 million dealer by the end of next
year,” said Mike.
The two dealers had been talking about a combination
since the beginning of the year but those discussions
became more serious this past June. The time was right.
Both Sean Marx and Mike Hannigan, GSB co-owners,
were ready to move in a different direction.
Give Something Back was approached by other
independents and by both big box sellers, but Blaisdell’s
was the clear choice. Giving back to the community
is as important to Blaisdell’s as it is to GSB, said Mike.
“We give as much back to the community and that was
important to them,’” he said. Blaisdell’s will also keep
on 80 percent of the employees, which was also an
important determinant for GSB.
The combination will open more of the California market
to Blaisdell’s. GSB has satellite offices in San Diego
and Sacramento. Blaisdell’s has done business in both
markets in the past but having a base in those areas is
likely to help generate more business. Both company
names will remain in the market for the next 90 days
until the transition is complete, but the GSB name will be
phased out within six months.
All of Blaisdell’s growth up until this point has been
organic. “This is Blaisdell’s first acquisition; we never
acquired another company until now,” said Mike

Millington Lockwood Business Interiors of Buffalo, New York,
recently partnered with Special Spaces Buffalo to make one
room special for a wonderful boy named Mason. “One of
our designers, Kellie Christensen, is involved with Special
Spaces Buffalo and she approached our owner to do this
project,” says Melissa Brinson, director of marketing at
Millington Lockwood.
Special Spaces as an organization came about in
response to a belief that children battling life-threatening
illnesses need a place to find peace and comfort. Through
the generous support of volunteers and sponsors, Special
Spaces transforms bedrooms for these special children into
magical places of hope.
The room design, developed by Millington Lockwood and
based on a soccer theme, was decided during interviews
with Mason’s parents. At least 15 employees from Millington
Lockwood were involved in some phase of the project, which
was completed last month.
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California dealers offer support to
victims of devastating wildfires
Fires ravaged Northern and Southern California for a good part of
November, contributing to the deadliest blazes in California’s history and
leaving entire communities devastated. In typical fashion, independent
office products dealers in the area contributed their time and treasure to
help ease the impact.
Warden’s Office Products Center, Modesto, California, used its Cause
Marketing Program to support the needs of fire victims. “In this case our
community extends a little bit farther north, but it is still considered the San
Joaquin Valley so we are out helping our neighbors up north,” said Joe
Cunningham, president.
“We have a promotion running from November 1 through December 15
with HP where a donation would be made to a local food bank. “We made
a minor change and are going to donate what we collect to fire victims up
north,” said Joe.
“We will contact the local food banks and if food is not the most pressing
need, we’ll go to the local Target and buy gift cards equal to the amount we
would have donated,” said Joe.
Give Something Back (GSB), San Leandro, California, provided support
to fire victims through the efforts of its employees, particularly Enson Pinton,
IT manager. Through Enson’s church, St. Raymond’s, in Dublin, California,
non-perishable foodstuffs were collected along with clothing and suitcases
that the homeless could use for storage.
Enson enlisted GSB trucks to deliver goods one weekend before
Thanksgiving. Underused resources are deployed regularly at GSB. “It is
a way for us to use resources to help solve community needs,” said Mike
Hannigan, GSB president.
One GSB truck made a Saturday delivery to the Hope Center Food Bank
in Orovllle, California. Another three truck loads went up the following day.
Patrick & Co., San Francisco was in the middle of a major software
upgrade and did not get involved as a dealership, but the Patrick family
did. Jo Patrick, spent time working with the Woman’s Assistance League,
according to Jamie Patrick. “My mom gathered donations and helped put
together family packages of food, clothing and toiletries that they delivered
up to Paradise in mid-November,” said Jamie.
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Lisa Keeney McCarthy of
Keeney’s Office Supply
named 2018 Woman of
Influence nominee

Lisa Keeney McCarthy, president of
Keeney’s Office Supply, Redmond,
Washington, was recognized as a 2018
Women of Influence Nominee by the Puget
Sound Business Journal. Honorees were
announced at a special dinner and awards
ceremony November 15.
Lisa started to work for her dad at Keeney’s
when she was 23 after teaching preschool
for a short time. Before long she had the
opportunity to transition into a leadership role
at the dealership.
“I realized I had to step up and take on
management responsibility right away,” said
Lisa. It was not something she had expected,
but, she adds, “fortunately, I was good at it.”
Lisa learned about the industry, made changes
to the business model as the market evolved
and has kept the business thriving past the
70-year mark, which it attained last year.
Lisa said that her management style is
based on trust in others, her belief in the values
that Kenney’s puts forth and her commitment
to her employees and the customers that
the company serves. She plans to lead the
dealership into a successful future.
“Our world and industry are both changing
rapidly and it is an exciting time to be leading
a company,” said Lisa. “We need to carry
on learning from our customers, meeting
their needs and continue to be a nimble and
responsive company.”
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Texas Dealer Perry Office Plus makes
acquisition, aligns with Knoll, Inc.

Perry Office Plus, Temple, Texas, has announced the acquisition
of Temple-based furniture dealer Commercial Furniture Solutions
(CFS), as well as a new alignment with furniture manufacturer
Knoll, Inc.
Perry Office Plus owners, Debbie and Harry Macey, extended
an offer to Billy Wren, owner of CFS and the acquisition was
finalized on November 1. “We are excited to bring the expertise
and resources of Perry Office Plus to CFS customers,” said Harry.
Perry Office Plus had partnered with CFS on a project earlier
this year. The companies had been friendly competitors for years,
and Harry took the opportunity to assist with a larger project. That
experience demonstrated that one larger company would actually
be more efficient than trying to combine two separate work forces.
Harry conferred with Jessica Speer, furniture manager at Perry
Office Plus, to consider changing its alignment to Knoll and the two
met with Knoll representatives. CFS had concentrated its attention
on the medical market and not spent much time presenting the
Knoll line outside of that segment, said Harry.
Going forward Perry Office Plus will represent Knoll across
its trading area. “Knoll emphasizes quality and design in their
products,” Jessica said. “We’re experienced in large furniture
projects and believe combining all that with Knoll’s reputation in
the architecture and design community will help keep more local
furniture projects in the area.” She said that Billy Wren would
transition to a sales role within her team.

Washington Dealer
Kershaw’s Inc. uses cooking
contests to raise spirits
Kershaw’s Inc. of Spokane, Washington, has
developed a great way to lighten the working day.
Once a month employees compete against each
other in a cooking contest. The first effort was a
dessert-off back in September. It was fun but all
the sugar made it hard to get back to work, joked
Carolyn Behrens, office manager.
For October, the challenge was chili. Five Kershaw
employees brought in their best efforts. Employees
had lunch together and used ballots to vote for their
favorite chili recipe.
The winning recipe was the Gas ‘Em Up Chili by
Raelene Parker, which was presented with a race
car theme. “It was something fun for us all to do
together and have a good lunch in the middle of the
day,” said Carolyn.
Cook-offs will continue at Kershaw’s for the
foreseeable future. The theme for November’s
cooking competition was turkey, of course. Future
competitions have yet to be determined but they’re
sure to challenge the culinary skills of Kershaw’s
employees.

Sr. managers acquire Pennsylvania
Steelcase dealership
Phillips Workplace Interiors, Middletown, Penn., has been
acquired by its senior management team, consisting of Hope
Roadcap and Michael Bistline. The acquisition is expected
to advance the dealer’s growth strategy, continue to build on
its heritage and benefit from Hope and Michael’s extensive
industry experience.
“With a strong customer base and our impressive portfolio,
we look forward to bringing continued growth to the Phillips
Workplace Interiors brand while providing our customers with
more choice and exceptional experiences,” said Hope, now
president of the company.
“Phillips Workplace Interiors will continue to leverage its
expertise and industry partnerships to offer contract furniture,
architectural and technology components, and a full range of
services,” said Michael, who is now vice president.
Founded in 1984, Phillips Workplace Interiors is an authorized
Steelcase dealer. All employees will remain with the company
and continue to support its core values—“committed,
connected and curious”. Terms of the deal were not disclosed.
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Growing
the category
while
erasing the
competition.
Driven by ever increasing consumer demand, the innovative and
mistake-free FriXion line now includes a variety of vibrant options
and colors in gel ink, highlighter and marker pens! FriXion pens by
Pilot have quickly become America’s #1 selling brand of erasable
pens, growing an average of >30% in each of the last five years.*
*Source: NPD, All Channels Sales 2018. Data on file.
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Minneapolis dealer’s CFO among
outstanding financial leaders
Brooks Smith, chief financial officer at
Innovative Office Solutions, Burnsville,
Minn., has received top honors from the
Minneapolis/St. Paul Business Journal in
its 12th annual CFO of the Year Awards
program. Brooks was recognized in the
category for small and mid-sized private
companies.
As chief financial officer at
Innovative Office Solutions, Brooks
has redefined his role, building and
nurturing relationships with vendors
and suppliers, overseeing logistics and
technology and playing a key role in the
all-important culture of the business.
As the company’s financial lead,
Smith helped Innovative complete two
acquisitions in 2018, secured new
investment and banking relationships to
fuel growth and improve cash flow. He
also helped the company expand into a
new line of business.
Smith sits on the board of InSports Foundation, a nonprofit organization
established by the dealership that helps youth participate in sports. It provides
financial assistance, including team sponsorships and individual scholarships. It
also sponsors InSports Days that give children the opportunity to try new sports.

South Carolina
dealer GOS sells
printing division
Greenville Office Supply, Greer,
South Carolina, has sold its print
division to TruColor in nearby
Greenville. TruColor has onboarded
all of the GOS print shop
employees.
After 40 years in the printing
business it was time to make a
change, said Charles Scales,
president and CEO at GOS. “Our
salespeople, who are generalists,
really were not focused on printing,”
said Charles. Sales in the print
division have not been growing,
and Charles says he he should
have made this change two or three
years ago.
“We have to refocus on where
the industry is headed, and we
have to be the best we can be
with all the product lines that are
offered,” said Charles. Plans are
to focus on the growing portions of
the business including janitorial,
breakroom and furniture.

Wisconsin dealer, Building Services
Inc. hosts architects and designers at
Milwaukee Art Museum exhibition
When Herman Miller dealer Building Services Inc. (BSI), Waukesha, Wisconsin,
got word about an upcoming exhibit at the Milwaukee Art Museum that would be
featuring plenty of iconic Miller designs, it seemed logical for the dealership to
lend its support.
The exhibition, “Serious Play: Design in Mid-Century America,” is running at the
Milwaukee Art Museum from September 28, 2018 through January 6, 2019 and is
sponsored, in part, by BSI.
“We are the largest certified Herman Miller dealer in Wisconsin, so there was a
natural fit between what we do day-to-day and this type of exhibit,” said Elizabeth
Schraeder, senior strategist at BSI. “It was a way for us to link back to a great
Milwaukee gem; our art museum is a community resource.”
BSI sponsored a reception at the museum for Milwaukee’s architectural and
design community. The evening featured a presentation by noted architectural
critic Alexandra Lange, who published a book in conjunction with the exhibition.
Some 70 design professionals attended.
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FROM OUR FAMILY
TO YOURS
WE APPRECIATE
YOUR SUPPORT IN 2018
And Look Forward to a Prosperous 2019!
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SECRETS of success
Business Essentials,
Grapevine, Texas
In 2004, Martin Beck and Chris
Crumpton purchased a dealership
in Grapevine, Texas that was going
bankrupt and started a new operation
under the Business Essentials name
to serve the Dallas-Fort Worth market.
Since the two took over the operation
it has grown to almost 20 times its
original size.
For the dealership, 2018 has been a
year of growth. “Business Essentials
is holding on to its market share and
realigning its strategies to improve
profitability and top-line revenue,”
says Chris.
The dealership’s slogan accurately
sums up the business approach:
Big enough to serve you and small
enough to know you. “We want our
clients to know that we have the
ability to do anything anyone else
can do for them, along with the ability
to treat them as if they were our only
customer,” he explains.
Much of the growth over the last
18 months has come from either
promotional products or the vertical
markets of health care and education.
Promotional products had been sold
by Business Essential using online
sources but the market was never
pursued too seriously. A greater
emphasis on the category came about
when Chris and Marty realized they
were missing opportunities with their
current customers.
Cindy Crumpton, Chris’s wife,
has become the point person for
all promotional and marketing
products. She deals directly with the
manufacturers and when sales reps
have an opportunity, they go to her.
The sales promotion effort is still in its
infancy but is already showing signs of
significant potential.
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“Though it is labor intensive, most of
the promotional products we sell run
margins of 35 percent or better,” says
Chris. The program has only reached a
fraction of existing customers to date,
but has generated close to $100,000 of
additional profit.
The Dallas-Fort Worth market is
a large and diverse metropolitan
area, where virtually every national
competitor fights for business. Many
businesses buy from Staples, Office
Depot or Amazon, admits Chris. The
larger companies can count on fairly
regular service but, he points out,
small and mid-sized firms can’t say
the same. “You’d be surprised at how
many businesses we go to that can’t
tell us the name of their sales rep at the
big box they buy from,” he says.
“Our two biggest verticals—health
care and education—have also
contributed to the growth,” says
Chris. For school sales, BE
submits annual bids which gets
them on an approved vendor list.
From there that warm lead needs
to be converted to a paying
customer. “We do a much better
job establishing relationships
with schools than the big boxes
do,” says Chris.
Business Essential currently
has five salespeople covering
area schools along with other
businesses. Chris can assign a
school district with 30 schools to
one of his salespeople and they
will visit every one. “The typical
rep for a big box company
probably couldn’t tell you the
names of any schools within a
district,” says Chris.
One objective at Business
Essentials for 2019 is to
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Key management: Martin and Kim
Beck, Chris and Cindy Crumpton
Products carried: Office supplies,
furniture, breakroom and janitorial,
promotional and technology
Year founded: 2004
No of employees: 14
Key business partners:
Essendant, Office Partners
and AOPD
www.beofficesupply.com
continue to add salespeople. Plans call
for a new salesperson to start January
1, and another one could come on
board next June. One of those could
be a specialist in either promotional or
janitorial products.
Even with all the current industry
uncertainty regarding its wholesalers,
Chris remains optimistic about his own
company’s growth. The Dallas-Fort
Worth area accounts for close to
$2 billion of sales in the product
categories covered by Business
Essentials. “We have less than 1
percent of that, so there are always
opportunities for growth,” says Chris.
“You just have to have enough feet on
the street to find them.”

Chris Crumpton (left) and Marty Beck
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AOPD Corporate Location
1652 E. Main Street, Suite 220
St. Charles, Illinois 60174
630.761.0600 | Fax 630.761.0691 | www.aopd.com
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If you have news to share - email it to
news@IDealerCentral.com

General Services Administration
moves to combine schedules

The General Services Administration (GSA) announced in
late November that it is planning to combine the agency’s 24
Multiple Award Schedules (MAS) into a single schedule for
products and services.
According to GSA, the single schedule will have one set
of terms and conditions, which it believes will ensure more
consistency in current contracting practices. Schedules
are currently organized by industry or type of service, with
individual schedules covering areas such as Schedule 75 for
office products and Schedule 71 for office furniture.
GSA’s proposed consolidation will eliminate the
sector-specific contracts and replace them with a single,
comprehensive MAS covering all items from pens and
pencils to shredders and IT services and products to
office furniture. At time of going to press there had been no
indication of a timetable for when these changes will take
effect, but according to the announcement, the process will
take two years to complete and fully implement.
In a call with reporters, GSA explained that a first phase
is to be completed in FY’19. During this period, existing

Senate Committee set to
release damning document on
e-commerce counterfeits
Industry trade association NOPA has learned that the United
States Senate Committee on Finance will release a report in
early 2019 looking into the proliferation of counterfeit goods
on e-commerce platforms such as Amazon.
The Senate Finance Committee’s investigation follows
a report published last year by the government’s General
Accountability Office (GAO) that found that 42% of items
purchased on popular e-commerce platforms like Amazon,
were counterfeit. GAO found that when the product
description says ‘fulfilled by (third party vendor name)’, the
incidence of the product being counterfeit rises dramatically.
It is expected that the Senate Finance Committee’s report
will contain similarly shocking figures.
DECEMBER 2018

contractors will continue to sell through their current
contracts, while new contracts will be established on the
new, consolidated schedule. During the second phase,
GSA will move existing schedule contractors onto the new,
consolidated schedule.
GSA explained in its announcement that it’s making the
change to further efficiency and make the MAS system more
user-friendly for companies and federal purchasers alike.
“A single schedule for products and services will make it
easier for customers to find and purchase the solutions they
need to meet their respective missions,” explained GSA’s
Federal Acquisition Service Commissioner Alan Thomas.
As for MAS sellers, providing a single entry point to MAS will
“save vendors from the burden of managing contracts on
multiple schedules.”
GSA Administrator Emily Murphy added: “Reforming our
schedules will improve customer service, make it easier for
small businesses to access the schedules program, reduce
duplication for all our vendors and allow GSA’s workforce to
focus on delivering solutions.”
NOPA is taking this issue very seriously. “This is why we
have created a business coalition focused on solutions
to combat the rise in counterfeit products in the office
products and office furniture markets,” commented a NOPA
spokesperson. “These counterfeit products are costing the
industry millions in lost sales and costing small businesses
in our communities jobs. NOPA will continue to work with
Congress and the Administration on solutions to combat this
crisis and work with industry to find ways we can demand
that e-commerce solutions like Amazon do more to protect
our intellectual property.”
We hope to have more information on the Senate Finance
Committee’s report in next month’s INDEPENDENT DEALER,
as well as details of NOPA’s continuing efforts to ensure
that the federal government requires any platform providing
services to the government guarantees that the goods and
services are real, and that measures are in place to protect the
intellectual property of every business using that platform.
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S.P. Richards to revamp
management structure

3M makes sustainability pledge
3M has said it will include a sustainability value
commitment in all new products, starting in 2019.
The brand made the announcement at the 24th
Conference of the Parties to the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (COP24).
Targets for products will include reusability,
recyclability, energy, waste, water savings and
responsible sourcing.
The pledge also includes products with a core
purpose of helping to solve an environmental or social
challenge, such as improving air quality, reducing
greenhouse gas emissions and improving worker and
patient safety in healthcare and industrial settings.
3M will measure the progress and impact of this and
report on it annually.
Commenting on the new commitment, 3M VP and
Chief Sustainability Officer Gayle Schueller said:
“We’ve made such significant progress on the 2025
sustainability goals that we set in 2015 that we’re raising
the bar. The new product goal is an example of the
aggressive targets we’ll be setting in coming months.”

As INDEPENDENT DEALER went to
press, industry wholesaler S.P. Richards
was reorganizing following the departure
of two long-term SPR executives.
SPR’s senior vice president Bryan
Wight (top left) and John Burgess, vice
president of sales, left the company at
the beginning of December to pursue
other opportunities. Wight has joined
Office Depot as a senior vice president in
charge of the firm’s ‘Federation Strategy’,
while Burgess has moved to Mitsubishi
Pencil as a sales director of the new
Uni-ball division for North America.
The company said that it will confirm
its revised organizational structure in
the upcoming weeks, and in the interim
period, SP Richards CEO Rick Toppin
will take over Wight’s duties.

HELPING PEOPLE
COMMUNICATE
MasterVision offers the widest range of visual communication solutions
combined with the best quality. Our whiteboards, bulletin boards, planners and
easels can help your team to be more productive and allow the creativity to
flow on brainstorm meetings.

Easels
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Bulletin Boards
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Planners

Whiteboards
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AOPD adds two new business partners
Dealer network American Office
Products Distributors (AOPD)
has announced the addition of
two new business partners to
its portfolio of vendors following
agreements with P&G Professional
and GP Pro.
P&G Professional is a division of
Procter & Gamble, while GP Pro is
part of the Georgia Pacific stable.
Both are home to a number of well
known brand names.
“P&G Professional is home to
some of the world’s strongest and
most trusted brands and we are
excited about their commitment
to our organization,” said AOPD
executive director Mark Leazer.
“We are looking forward to our
new relationship with GP Pro to
help open more doors for our

dealers to be more competitive
in this space and to open up
access to our customers to GP’s
wide range of products,” Leazer
continued.
“AOPD business partners play
an extremely important role,
supporting our independent dealer
network sales to regional and
national accounts,” he went on.
“As our dealers continue
looking for ways to grow their
facilities business, we will
continue expanding the number
of business partners in this space
where it makes sense. We are
excited to add another trusted
and recognized suppliers like
P&G Professional and GP Pro with
their well-known brands to the
AOPD family.”

Dealer Software Re-invented…

EDGE
Struggling with outdated or barely functional
software, restrictive e-commerce, poor support or
high fees that eat into your profits?
SSI can change all that. We have the technology.
We've built the industry's most advanced dealer
system. SSI Edge is that system, better than any
software that has come before.

BETTER. FASTER.
MORE AFFORDABLE.

www.ssiop.com | 905–939–1080 | sales@ssiop.com
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ARE YOU THE
INDEPENDENT TYPE?

WE ARE TOO.

When you’re in business for 170 years, you see a lot of change. We’ve seen trends come and go.
We’ve watched giant corporations rise and fall. Yet through it all, the independent continues to thrive.
That’s where we come in. We offer a complete line of business products, facility supplies and exceptional services
tailored to your marketplace. We’re here for the independent minded reseller looking for a partner they can trust.

WE’RE HERE FOR YOU!

FOR MORE INFO CONTACT YOUR LOCAL

S.P. RICHARDS REPRESENTATIVE
OR VISIT: SPRICHARDS.COM/CONTACT-US
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ECi Software
Solutions acquires
Print Audit
ECi Software Solutions, has
announced the acquisition of device
and print management solution
provider Print Audit.
Print Audit’s product suite includes
tools for managed print services (MPS),
device data collection and document
management for both dealers and
users. Print Audit will become part of
ECi’s Field Service Division and the
team will report to ECi’s Field Service
President, Laryssa Alexander.
Founded in 1999 and headquartered
in Calgary, Canada, Print Audit not
only helps dealers remotely manage
their printer fleets but has also
developed a variety of tools that enable
organizations to monitor and control
user printing behavior.
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It is the first provider of remote
monitoring and management services
to provide a seat-based billing model
for managed print.
“ECi is committed to offering
world-class software solutions for our
office equipment and managed print
services customers, and we’re always
looking for opportunities to improve those
offerings,” said Ron Books, CEO of ECi.
“Office equipment dealers are
facing a changing landscape, and
they need new tools and business

INDEPENDENT DEALER

models to help them adapt to the
current landscape,” added John
MacInnes, CEO and founder of Print
Audit. “Combining forces with ECi will
give our products the reach and our
customers the increased resources
they need to reach their full potential
for success.”
The deal closed on November 30
and terms were not disclosed. To learn
more about ECi’s complete suite of
solutions, visit www.ECiSolutions.com.
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INDEAL launches INDEAL University,
major new dealer learning Initiative
Contract furniture group INDEAL has launched a complete
curriculum of learning programs for dealers. INDEAL University
is designed to provide members with the knowledge, skills and
resources they need to fully develop their most valuable asset—
their people, strengthening their ability to generate continued
growth and profitability.
“Our members asked and we listened,” says Lori McConnell,
continuous learning manager with INDEAL. “Consistently across
the industry, dealers explained that they needed comprehensive,
industry-specific learning programs that will substantially shorten
the ‘road to success’ for new sales hires and add value for
all employees throughout the dealer organization. In order to
accomplish this, INDEAL U was designed to appeal to various
learning styles and accommodate the full demographic of learners.”
INDEAL’s robust offering includes new employee onboarding
and short online videos for “on the go” learning, complemented
by live, interactive, ongoing webinars and full day strategic
selling programs.
For more information on INDEAL U, visit www.learning.indeal.org
or email learning@indeal.org.
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New HP printer fusers available COE Distributing acquires
through Metrofuser
Norsons Industries, LLC
Laser printer parts manufacturer Metrofuser has introduced
printer fusers and maintenance kits for HP LaserJet Enterprise
M607, M608 M609 printers.
Metrofuser will provides two options supply options—repair
and return or advance exchange service. Metrofuser stocks
the M607 series printer fusers, part numbers RM1-1256,
L0H24A and L0H24-67901 ready for same day shipping.
“Reliable parts solutions are in high demand with the advent
of more feature-rich printers in the marketplace,” said Eric Katz,
co-president of Metrofuser. “Our customers require the most
precise imaging technology in this demanding market and our
R&D team has devised a solution for the M607 series fuser.
Our printer fusers hold up to the most demanding conditions
offering unequaled durability and work flawlessly with OEM
and compatible toners.”
The introduction of these HP fusers trepresents a continued
commitment to invest in R&D. Katz reiterates “Metrofuser’s
priority is to develop best-in-class repair and remanufacturing
procedures along with rigid performance testing that enables
us to deliver replacement parts that are unequaled in reliability
and quality.” For more information visit www.metrofuser.com.

Office furniture wholesaler COE Distributing has acquired
Norsons Industries, LLC, a manufacturer and importer of
commercial grade wood veneer bookcases and accessories.
The acquisition will allow COE to leverage Norsons’ excellent
reputation in the marketplace and acquire its existing client
relationships, COE said.
Norsons of Matawan, New Jersey, has been in business since
1973. The acquisition will include all of Norsons’ assets. The
Norsons brand will continue under the ownership of COE.
Irwin Kumer, owner and president of Norsons, expressed
his excitement about the acquisition. “I look forward to working
with JD, Stan and the rest of the COE staff so we can offer the
best quality/value/service to the COE and Norsons combined
customer base,” he said.
COE president and CEO J.D. Ewing suggested the deal would
enhance COE’s abilities by “providing a quality product with
brand recognition in the marketplace, as well as the opportunity
to create new customer relationships for COE.”
Any inquiries regarding the acquisition should be directed to
COE Distributing president/CEO JD Ewing (724-437-8202 ext.
210, or jd.ewing@coedistributing.com).

Add Style & Sophistication
to Your Workspace!
New for
2019!

Did you miss out on last year’s
Back-To-School supply list business?

NOW

is the time to get your local
schools signed up!
A turnkey software program for Dealers

Modern Metallic

to create, build, ship and invoice

™

pre-packed school supply kits to Elementary School Students

Organizers

JKILIES@CLASSKIT.COM

Swing Clip
Report Covers

13-Pocket
Expanding Files

866-723-6574

CLI33311, Brilliant Black, 5/PK
CLI33316, Blackened Bronze, 5/PK

CLI53301, Horizontal, Brilliant Black, 1/EA
CLI53316, Vertical, Blackened Bronze, 1/EA

c-line.com • (800) 323-6084
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Stone set to become first female
president of MPSA

Tawnya Stone has been named as the first female president of the
Managed Print Services Association (MPSA). She replaces outgoing
president Doug Bies.
Stone previously served as MPSA vice president for just over a year.
She is also VP of Strategic Technology for GreatAmerica Financial
Services, as well as an executive council member of CompTIA
Technology Lifecycle
Services Community.
“I am honoured to
serve as the leader
for the MPSA,” said
Stone. “We have an
extraordinary group of
experienced managed
print services leaders
involved in the board
and committees and
I hope to increase
that involvement
and expand the
community.”

Diversey thinks outside
the box for new CEO

Charlotte, North Carolina-based jan/san vendor
Diversey has announced that Mark Burgess is
replacing outgoing CEO Ilham Kadri.
Burgess joins the company from packaging
manufacturer Signode Industrial Group
where he was CEO. Prior to this, he was CEO
of Graham Packaging Company and led the
firm’s IPO in 2010 and subsequent sale to
Reynolds Group Holdings in 2011.
“Mark emerged as the best person to
lead Diversey into the future,” said Diversey
chairman Ken Hanau. “[This is] because of
his experience successfully transforming
complicated multinational businesses
by building strong organizations, seizing
attractive growth opportunities and effectively
integrating acquisitions.”
Current joint deputy CEOs Carlos Sagasta
and Gaetano Redaelli will return to their
respective positions as CFO and global
president, professional division.

Are you hack-proof?
No one is anymore. Cyber crime is growing at warp speed
— with over 4,000 ransomware attacks occurring every
day since 2016 — and it’s affecting even the world’s most
sophisticated companies. Make sure your customers have a
defense. Data stored in a Phoenix file or safe is impervious
to cyber attacks and can provide a much-needed safety net
should one occur. How vulnerable are your customers?

Keep your reputation safe. Phoenix Safe.

SAFE INTERNATIONAL, LLC

800.636.0778
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November / December

2018

N AT I O N A L B U S I N E S S P R O D U C T S I N D U S T R Y

This holiday season,
give the gift of hope.

$15.1 million raised in 2018 – thank you!
Join us for these upcoming events as
we launch the 2019 campaign honoring
Brad Graves of 3M!

UPCOMING EVENTS
JANUARY

8

AFFLINK Charity Golf Classic
and ENGAGE
Grayhawk Golf Club – Scottsdale, AZ
FEBRUARY

4 to 5
For more than three decades, you’ve supported
City of Hope’s continued efforts in finding the cures
for diseases that affect so many. This holiday season, for
every donation made at CityofHope.org/scotchmatch,
3M Stationery Office Supplies Division through their
Scotch™ Brand will match dollar for dollar donations
up to $100,000.

City of Hope Tour
and Hall of Fame Dinner
City of Hope – Duarte, CA
Westdrift Hotel – Manhattan Beach, CA
FEBRUARY

15 to 17
WIST Office Product’s Pedal for Hope
@ 24 Hours in the Old Pueblo
Tucson, AZ

To find out more, visit CityofHope.org/nbpi or contact
Matt Dodd at mdodd@coh.org.

2019 Science Creating Hope campaign
honoring Brad Graves of
3M Stationery and Office Supplies Division

BRAD GRAVES
2019 Spirit of Life® Honoree,
Vice President and
General Manager,
3M Stationery and Office
Supplies Division

For more information on City of Hope’s National Business Products Industry,
visit CityofHope.org/nbpi or contact Matt Dodd at mdodd@coh.org.
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NOPA News

The Swamp on the move
By Paul Miller

As reported elsewhere in this issue
(see page 14), the U.S. General
Services Administration (GSA) has
announced it will modernize federal
acquisition by consolidating the
agency’s 24 Multiple Award Schedules
(MAS) into one single schedule for
products and services. No one should
be overly surprised by this move.
During its June 2018 Industry Day on
e-commerce platforms, GSA’s Federal
Acquisition Service Commissioner
Alan Thomas stated that a team at
GSA was in fact studying the issue of
consolidation. He said in his remarks
that the multi-schedule approach
was an “artificial construct,” and
cited “consistency issues” facing
“companies who are managing
DECEMBER 2018

multiple schedules”. But, as always,
the devil is in the detail, much of which
has yet to be revealed by GSA.
This new consolidation effort takes
me back to a meeting NOPA had with
GSA in 2010, when GSA had put a
moratorium on renewing or issuing
new Schedule 75 contracts. During
this meeting, NOPA discussed the
moratorium and what it was going to
do to our industry. We were concerned
in 2010 what the closing of Schedule
75 meant, both at the time and what it
would mean for the future of the other
schedules. With GSA now announcing
a consolidation of the program into one
large schedule, does this mean we will
eventually see an end to schedules
altogether once the new online
INDEPENDENT DEALER

marketplaces are up and running?
Are we going to see a true wild wild
west approach to procurement (similar
to the Amazon model)? During our
2010 meeting with GSA, we were told
point-blank that Schedule 75 was
likely (as were other schedules) to be
eliminated. This has not yet occurred,
even though we went seven years
with Schedule 75 being closed. The
big question is, are we going to see a
slow crawl to the eventual elimination
of the schedule program in lieu of
outright competition without vetting of
contractors? It seems like a logical step
in the process. Only time will tell.
While GSA has done little to conceal its
enthusiasm, if not infatuation, for an open
online market on the Amazon model, a
more cautious approach may not be an
entirely bad idea—if recent research on
the AbilityOne program’s e-commerce
experience offers any indication.
Recently the AbilityOne program
entered into several e-commerce
platform pilots with several agencies
including the Air Force, Department of
Homeland Security and GSA as a way
to begin testing the effectiveness of an
e-commerce solution for its products.
NOPA has met with the AbilityOne
Commission, GSA and the Air Force
about creating a pilot using its platform
and we hope that will happen in the
very near future.
In the meantime, the Coalition for
Government Procurement conducted
an analysis of a newly established
e-commerce pilot program between
the AbilityOne Commission and
Amazon (the snappily titled AbilityOne
e-Commerce Pilot: Comparing Usability
and Prices of GSA Advantage and the
Amazon AbilityOne Pilot).
The Coalition’s findings are
significant, but not surprising based
on NOPA’s own price comparison of
some of the top selling items in the
office products industry. The Coalition
analysis found that 741 of 744 items or
99.60 percent of AbilityOne products
had a lower price on GSA Advantage
than they did with the pilot pricing in
PAGE 24

place with Amazon. After the Coalition
took into account minimum order
pricing of 538 AbilityOne items, their
analysis found that 72.31 percent of
the products had a lower price on
GSA Advantage compared to the
Amazon pilot. And, when the Coalition
drilled down farther, they found that
after adjusting again for minimum
order requirements, prices on GSA
Advantage were 55.81 percent lower on
average than the prices with Amazon.
As most of you know by now,
Congress has passed language, first
in the FY’18 and then in the FY’19
Department of Defense National
Defense Reauthorization bills, that
sets in motion a move to a true online
e-commerce marketplace for federal
procurement. For those not familiar
with the government lingo, that’s
code for an Amazon style platform for
government customers.
NOPA has been meeting with officials
at the GSA to discuss the industry’s own
platform, which is already being utilized

by federal government customers; has
already been vetted by GSA; already
adheres to all of the current federal
buying regulations; and already has a
successful track record of meeting the
needs of federal customers. It’s NOPA’s
hope that when GSA is ready to select
platform providers, it will look to create
various categories for products and
services and select platform providers
that way. NOPA has a platform
that works and already services
the government. When it comes to
efficiency, there is no reason the
government should reinvent the wheel
or take chances on unproven platforms
when they have successful platforms
already servicing their customers and
meeting their needs. NOPA is best
situated to be one of those successful
platform providers!
From the beginning of the talks about
the creation of a new e-commerce
solution for the federal government, we
heard how Amazon was the place to be
and the model to follow. The Coalition’s

data, and that collected by NOPA, show
that a true Amazon solution is not the
way the government should proceed.
NOPA continues to talk with agencies
about testing a pilot under our platform,
as well as continuing dialog with GSA
about an industry solution that already
works, and has a track record of success
and savings to the federal government.
There is no doubt the future of federal
procurement is through the use of
e-commerce platforms. It’s our hope
that the findings from the Coalition and
those from NOPA (and others) will make
a strong case that an Amazon style
marketplace may not be the winning
solution. Just because they want you
to believe it, doesn’t make it true. The
Coalition’s analysis proves that, as does
NOPA’s own price comparisons.
Paul Miller is director of advocacy and
regulatory affairs for NOPA. To learn more
about the association and its current
government affairs programs, call (410)
931-8100 or email info@iopfda.org.

NOPA HAS WHAT YOU NEED

AFFORDABLE
HEALTH CARE
n

n

We are utilizing S.P. Richards’
connections and capitalizing on
the existing Association Health Care
Plan (AHP) in place with their sister
company NAPA Auto Parts.
NOPA is the association to sponsor
this new office product AHP.

n

NOPA membership will be required
to participate.
Current NOPA members will receive
priority when details of the plan
are announced.

n

Join Now. Don’t be last in line!

n

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE ASSOCIATION
HEALTH CARE PLAN AND OTHER NOPA INITIATIVES,

visit www.NOPAnet.org or email info@iopfda.org.
NATIONAL OFFICE PRODUCTS ALLIANCE (NOPA)
3601 East Joppa Road, Baltimore, MD 21234 n info@iopfda.org
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n
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By Michael Chazin

Cover Story CONTINUED FROM PAGE 26
Given today’s fiercely competitive
market for office supplies it is
increasingly important for dealers to
maintain a strong brand presence.
“The landscape in which independent
dealer operate in is one with enormous
competitors,” says Sean Marx, CEO,
Give Something Back in Glendale,
California. Dealers battle brands such
as Amazon, Costco and Staples that
are already top-of-mind with many
customers.
“Dealers don’t only need a strong
brand to resonate with consumers
that might be interested in doing
business with our channel, they also
need to stand for something,” claims
Marx. Dealers need to be consistent
in delivering their brand promise
and message to stand out at every
customer interaction. Give Something
Back has supported local non-profits
for more than 25 years. Since 1991,
GSB has donated more than 70% of its
profits to worthy causes throughout the
country. “Our brand is all about helping
people,” says Marx. “Customers
understand that by choosing us, they
are supporting their community.”
Whatever brand a dealer attempts
to establish has to deliver the package
that the customer expects. For a brand
to deliver the complete package
dealers need to be incredibly good
at what customers experience when
they come to do business, says Pat
McMahon, president of One Point,
Scranton, Pennsylvania.
Product diversification is a strong
dealer characteristic that plays into
the One Point name and logo. The
dealership went from a printing
company, to a printing and office supply
company and then added contract
furniture and commercial flooring. “Our
name really works,” says McMahon.
“’One Point’—customers can go to one
location and get everything they need.
There is little that an office needs to
buy that they can’t buy from us.” One
Point’s logo takes its lead from the best
branding techniques manual. The logo
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is actually a “1” with a dot after it,” says
McMahon. The logo states the name of
the dealership – One Point.
After acquiring a contract furniture
dealership, Corporate Environments,
in 2010, McMahon thought about
changing the name of that dealership to
One Point, but the need just wasn’t there.
“The company had a 20-year name in
the market and had a great reputation
as a Herman Miller dealer,” he says.
It was really a separate business with
separate operating systems and its own
truck fleet. So the company became
Corporate Environments, A One Point
Company and the thought was that
could change after a couple of years.
The name change hasn’t happened,
and the Corporate Environments ID has
hung on.

Be a solutions provider

Jamin Arn, president of Office Pro,
Janesville, Wisconsin, selected the
dealership’s name as one way to be
recognized as an industry professional.
“I put a lot of thought into my name and
logo because my intention was to be
knowledgeable about as many areas as
possible,” he says. Recognizing that he
was selling consumables, Arn wanted

customers to understand that Office
Pro was a solutions provider.
To get a message like that out
into the marketplace Arn says the
place to start is with the culture of
the company. Once the culture is
established internally, employees
deliver the brand message with every
customer interaction. “You can stuff
your deliveries with all sorts of materials
but nobody tends to pay any attention
to those,” says Arn. “Instead, it might
be the delivery driver who tells the
customer that if she orders a chair
from us we’ll put it together for her. Or it
might be the customer service person
who attempts to sell a chair mat when a
chair is ordered.”
Private label products offer one way
that Office Pro differentiates itself from
the competition and establishes its own
identity. A line of cleaning chemicals
is fully associated with Office Pro. “We
identified some top moving items and
went to our supplier and negotiated
pricing with them,” says Arn. He
has private labeled floor finish, floor
stripper, toilet bowl cleaner and more.
“When they run out of stripper they just
have to look at the label and they know
who to call,” says Arn.
“Branding is a way to make ourselves
unique, and we have to have a brand
promise,” says Stacy Duke, president
of Butler Business Products, Houston.
“Our brand is our motto which is ‘Yes
we can.’” She empowers all employees
to live by that promise and to take
care of customers no matter what the
need. Even when the request is for an
odd-ball item, the only one who can say
no is Duke.
Dealers need to understand that the
perception of their brand is linked to
how their internal culture resonates
with the external world. “Hopefully what
your company stands for is something
that appeals to customers,” says Marx.
“The more the customer experience
aligns with your brand the stronger your
brand will become, and the more it will
attract the right customer.”

»
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When customers feel
your brand

Almost two years ago, Arrow Office
Supply, Detroit, surveyed customers
to learn why they purchased from
the dealership. “We found that they
liked working with us because of our
people,” says Marc Crane, business
development manager. “Our people
separate us from the competition.
From our customer service staff to our
delivery drivers and our sales team—
it’s very important that the customer
feels our brand with every touch they
have,” he adds.
Arrow Office Supply pushes the fact
that it is a service-oriented brand with the
message “Service, Selection, Savings”.
That message can be found on the
dealership’s website and on all materials

that get sent out including letterhead.
“Local” is also a key component of the
dealership’s overall messaging.
“Every time we go into a new
customer we always push buying
local,” says Crane. It is not just that
Arrow can provide better service
than big box suppliers, but it also
uses competitive pricing so it makes
sense for customers to keep their
purchasing dollars in the local
community. “Arrow Office Supply is
out in the community supporting local
nonprofits,” says Crane. “One of the
benefits of supporting a local company
is knowing that the company supports
the community where you live, work
and play.”
Arrow reinforces the brand with
personal emails, handwritten thank you

notes and phone calls to the customer
to say thanks for the order. “We live in
an impersonal world, so it’s important
for us to personalize the message as
much as possible,” continues Crane.
Delivery drivers take the same
approach and greet customers with
a warm smile and thank them for their
business. “Our drivers are the face of
our company so that is an important
role for them,” adds Crane. Currently
when a customer calls or emails the
dealership with a compliment, whoever
receives it asks the customer to share
their thoughts with an online review on
the Arrow Office Supply website.
A dealer’s local presence and
community involvement definitely
take the stage as still one more way to
promote a brand. “Having a logo and a
name is obviously important because
we sponsor a bunch of things,” says
Arn. Office Pro has the naming rights
on a local soccer field as well as the
gym at the local YMCA. The logo also
goes on the coffee brewers and water
coolers it places, as well as on its
shredding trucks and every tote and
container that is used. “Our logo is on
the backs of kids’ jerseys at sporting
events, at the soccer field they play
at and at the gymnasium they go to,”
he adds. “It gives us validity and a
presence in the community. People
know who we are.”

Strong brands get known

Greenwood Office Outfitters, Fort
Worth, Texas, has had a dog, Oscar,
as its mascot for almost six years.
Oscar is featured on all company
materials—shirts, truck wraps,
online, in emails and more—and has
become well-known in the community.
“The brand that I am trying to put
out to people is that I am local, I’m
independent and I’m here to stay,”
says George Wood, chief executive
officer. “When they see the Greenwood
Office Outfitters logo embedded next
to the dog, the message is that we can
be trusted.”
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Wood notes that everyone has a
soft spot for dogs. “And our dog is
iconic,” he says. He took Oscar to a
golf tournament sponsored by the
Association of Legal Administrators
(ALA). Oscar camped out on a tee
sponsored by Greenwood Office
Outfitters and everybody wanted to
have their picture taken with him.
Oscar has become a celebrity in his
own right and Wood has had vendors
approach him at shows wondering
how to get his dog to push their
products. He is constantly working on
creative ideas to use the image more
aggressively. “We came up with ideas
of what Oscar could be doing actually
posing with products and selling them.
I sent some images to a couple of
manufacturers and they absolutely love
the idea.”
Greenwood Office Outfitter sends out
email blasts at least once a week to get
promotions in front of customers. The
dealership maintains a large inventory
and produces its own wrap-and-label
orders which it stuffs with the latest
promotions. “When the admin who
placed the order opens the box she
sees what we are trying to market,”
says Wood. He also runs regular
contests for delivery drivers for them to
scope out their customers and pick up
on products they see that don’t come
from Greenwood. When intelligence
is provided by drivers that results in
increased sales, a gift card is given out
to reward the driver.
It was close to two years ago that
Egyptian Stationers brought together
its two operating divisions, Egyptian
Stationers and Egyptian Business
Furniture, under the name Egyptian
Workspace Partners.
“Our name really didn’t match
what we did and from a customer
perspective, the two divisions were
almost two separate companies,” says
Brett Baltz, director of supplies.
The rebrand has set the dealership
up for success. “We were trying to do
some cutting-edge marketing on the
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web and knew we needed a
fresh, updated brand to do
that,” says Baltz.
“We really want to partner
with our customers so the
last word in our name is
‘partners’,” says Baltz.
The thinking is that
salespeople can sit
down with customers
and prospects to help
them streamline the
procurement of everything
from pens and toilet paper
to chairs and medical
supplies. At the same time
a more consistent brand
should start to generate
more online leads.
“We bring a lot of value
to our clients and how
we communicate that
value is supported by
the consistency of our
messaging,” says Baltz. The new
brand portrays a consistent message
across all media and the focus is on the
Egyptian Workspace Partners website
where the dealership is fully explained.
“We’re going to drive people to the
website, we’re going to convert them into
customers and then we are going to stay
in front of them with email,” says Baltz.

Brands carry a message

Late in 2016, Sundance Office, Broken
Arrow, Oklahoma, updated its image
with a new logo, new delivery van wraps
and a stylishly updated website. “We
realized that to really grow, especially
outside our Tulsa niche, we needed a
more professional brand,” says Tyler
Condry, marketing director. Essendant
put Sundance together with the Bond
Group and the new look was developed
over a nine-month time frame.
The new logo maintains some of the
same elements as the previous identity
but has reorganized them in a more
professional presentation. “We still
have polka dots but they have been
rearranged in a more organized way,”
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The team at Give Something Back

says Condry. “We added organization
to the look and our mission is to
organize a part of their work life for our
clients.”
There can be a perception in the
market that a smaller, local seller of
office products doesn’t have the same
capabilities as big box providers and
may not be able to meet the needs of
some customers, suggests Condry.
“We tried to create something that was
visually forward looking that would
challenge that perception,” he says.
Communicating Sundance’s brand
message and brand promise starts
when a meeting is secured with a
potential new client. Before the meeting
the prospect receives a gift bag.
Branded swag in the bag includes
a lunch bag and Sundance mug or
tumbler along with a variety of vendor
samples and supplies. “When we
actually meet with them we lay out the
complete relationship and how their
customer service rep is really their
personal account manager who will take
care of all their needs,” says Condry.
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Along with an updated identity,
Sundance is working on maintaining
its hometown Tulsa market while at
the same time it pursues new sales
in Oklahoma City. The first sales rep
moved into the area in February and a
new office will open in February 2019
with two salespeople. To demonstrate
its wider marketplace commitment,
Sundance created a custom catalog
cover for 2019 that features the State of
Oklahoma made of office products; the
Tulsa skyline runs along the bottom of
the front cover and the Oklahoma City
skyline runs along the bottom of the
back cover.

Brands demonstrate value

Independent dealers have to bring
something different to their customers
on a regular basis, suggest Steven
Pawloski, Arkansas Office Products,
Jacksonville, Arkansas. “We have to
brand and figure out ways to show the
value of what we have to offer,” he says.
“If we can’t provide something different,
they’re just going to go on the internet.”
Being different, in part, means making it
easy for customers to get whatever they
need. It might be issuing credit memos
in a timely manner or delivering orders
during off hours.
If a customer has a question,
undoubtedly someone on staff can
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provide the answer. “When you call
in here somebody on our team knows
that product well enough to describe
it and explain if it will meet the need,”
he says. Perhaps the product selected
is not the best solution, then the
Arkansas Office Products employee
will present alternatives. “You don’t
get that sort of attention from the big
box stores,” he says.
To achieve that level of competence,
Pawloski regularly uses role playing
techniques so employees learn the
best way to interact with customers.
“We do that a lot because it starts with
customer interactions,” he says. “We
need to make sure that they know
exactly how we want them to act.”
With more orders coming in online,
independent dealers are faced with a
challenge. Do they handle these orders
in the same way that suppliers on the
internet do—treat them as just another
incoming purchase without identifying
the buyer or making any attempt to
bring value to that internet purchase?
“The number of online orders continues
to grow, but we can’t rely on customers
to just get on the internet and order
because that puts us in the same boat
as Amazon and Staples,” says Pawloski.
No matter where the order comes
from, a salesperson will still reach out to
the customer for a face-to-face meeting
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at least once a month. That would be
in addition to the driver making a stop
at that location. The rep then asks if
it would be okay to stop by monthly
to go over specials or introduce new
products. ‘If you tell them that you will
stop by once a month for about three
minutes, they’re okay with that as long
as you bring value and don’t spend a
lot of time,” says Palowski.”

Brands go digital

At Sundance Office the majority of
orders come in online, but every
effort is made to stay in touch with
those digital customers. There is a
banner that runs across the top of the
shopping cart page that says Eagle
Eye Order Reviews. “We ask our reps
to review every single order and as
they do that they might toggle between
S.P. Richards and Essendant to see
who has the best price,” explains
Condry. The sales rep might refer the
customer to an item on sale that could
save them money or let them know that
an item is out of stock and suggest an
alternative.
The brand promise at Butler
Business Products starts with Duke’s
elevator speech. She asks potential
clients if they have a butler and
everybody laughs. Then she lets them
know that when they do business with
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her firm they automatically get a
butler. “I tell them we’re here to serve
all their office needs and everything
they need to run their business,” she
adds. “Everybody can take care
of everyday needs; where Butler
shines is supplying those hard-to-find
items,” says Duke. “We’ve converted
several accounts just by saying we
can help find an item.”
After taking a Disney marketing
class, Duke has instituted a routine
by which Butler customer service
employees stop by a customer’s
location while it is receiving a
delivery or experiencing a furniture
installation. “They get to see the full
circle of what we promise,” says
Duke. Employees like the experience
she says because it shows them that
their activities matter. “It is very hard
to explain that on a piece of paper or
at a meeting. When customer service
people have a chance to get out
and see what is involved it can be
extremely rewarding.”

Take the brand challenge

Not every dealer can have an iconic
brand, the best name or the most
recognizable logo. But every dealer
can certainly make an effort to
come up with all of those marketing
necessities. Whether it is home
grown or developed by an outside
organization, when the combination
is just right the result can have a
strong impact on area businesses.
“Brand can be as superficial as
your personality or as deep as
your character,” says One Point’s
McMahon. What do you want your
brand to be?

Michael Chazin is a freelance writer
specializing in business topics. He has
been writing about the office supply
business for more than 15 years. He
can be reached at mchazin503@
comcast.net.
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Make the brand promise

Liberty Office Products, Houston, started in business selling primarily computer
paper over the phone. When that market started to shrink in the 90s, Sam Young,
owner and president, added office supplies to the mix. There was no outside
sales effort at first, but with an eye on gaining market share, Young hired his first
outside salesperson in 2006.
Success came slowly and Young realized that his presentation mirrored what
the competition was saying. “Everyone said they had great prices and great
service but no one defined what great service was,” says Young. When faced
with near identical pricing options, customers took the safe bet, which was not
Liberty.
At an S.P. Richards conference in 2007, Young attended a session entitled
“Over Promise and Over Deliver”. “That went counter to popular wisdom, which
was under promise and over deliver,” says Young. “We had been offering the
same things that the competition offered.” ‘Over Promise’ just meant to promise
something over and above what the competition promises. Young spoke with the
presenter and learned that the way to over promise is to learn why customers buy
from you and build promises around that.
Using that approach, Young developed a list of ten promises that are
presented to every customer. The promises arose from what customers told
Young about their experiences with Liberty. Customers are asked to pick one
promise that will make their life easier. ‘That tells us something that the customer
is interested in, and we use it to market to them,” says Young. “It is the job of the
whole company to make sure we deliver on these promises.”
Promises are readily available for customers and employees alike. The latest
promise presentation will be a video on the Liberty Office Products website.
Liberty employees were filmed stating the
10 promises, and the video being posted
will feature 10 employees, each stating one
promise. “Everybody in the company knows
and supports our promises,” says Young.
The video has been posted to Youtube.
Here’s the link: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=IlUZyXvqV30.
INDEPENDENT DEALER
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How to Keep
Up With
Evolving Buyer
Expectations
By Essendant Marketing

Today the need for office product (OP)
dealers to invest in e-commerce and
digital marketing is more important
than ever.
With nearly one-half of companies
(48 percent) now purchasing business
products online at least once per week,
and 16 percent purchasing multiple
times per week, B2B buyers’ growing
interest in e-commerce shows no
sign of slowing down. Furthermore,
two-thirds (60 percent) of B2B buyers
today prefer not to interact with a sales
representative as the primary source
of information. Instead, they expect
the same self-service, omnichannel
experiences they would receive from
their consumer brands.
At Essendant we’ve helped dealers
meet the changing needs of their
customers and helped them provide
a viable online offering that lists
their products and allows them to
be searchable. We’ve seen dealers
make great strides in improving their
e-commerce and digital marketing
strategies over the past year, but
there are still areas in which they can
optimize their omnichannel success.
No matter how advanced their
e-commerce and digital marketing
strategies are, we offer dealers a
checklist to help them prioritize and
prepare for 2019:
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●

●

●

Hire a marketing and/or
e-commerce coordinator. Several
dealers don’t have this defined
role, let alone someone at the helm
of making these decisions. Before
creating an omnichannel strategy,
it’s critical to have somebody who is
taking responsibility for marketing
and digital programs, including
developing pricing and messaging,
to ensure all products are optimized
for sales.

website can be overwhelming and
often requires at least one resource
who understands not only best
practices for appropriately tagging
a site; more importantly, how to
evaluate and react to the results.
●

Start an email marketing
program. Email is still one of the
most cost-effective tactics for
driving sales, but success requires
developing, sending, and managing
emails, segmenting and updating
lists, and having a willingness to test,
learn, and optimize. This is why it’s
important to hire a marketing and/
or e-commerce coordinator who has
the time, creativity and resources to
handle these tasks.
Leverage data analytics to better
understand customer preferences
and behaviors. Today’s market
demands that dealers understand
the buying habits of their customers,
and web analytics can provide
great insight into their customers.
But implementing analytics onto a
INDEPENDENT DEALER

●

Complement traditional print
and sales channels with digital
insights and tools. By leveraging
data analytics, dealers can also
spot customers who are missing
their regular purchasing patterns,
re-market relevant products to
customers who have previously
explored the site without making
a purchase, send new customers
targeted promotions to nurture the
relationship, or ask customers to rate
or review a recent purchase.
The key is to A/B test emails and
promotions to see what content
is more engaging and leads to
conversions that maximize ROI for
that particular customer.
Boost product discoverability.
With buyers opting for a self-service
online experience, it’s crucial that
they can easily and seamlessly
find what they’re looking for without
the help of a sales representative.
Dealers should look to partner
with a company, like Essendant,
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who can provide search tools that
correct errors with search terms,
expedite the browsing process,
provide in-depth information and
enable customers to compare items
side by side, delivering a relevant
experience that drives conversion
rates and boosts loyalty.
●

●

●

Provide robust digital product
content. Product content plays a
central role in selling online. However,
many dealers struggle with missing
or inaccurate product images and
information, resulting in consumers
losing confidence in the products
and brand, and then leaving the site
without making a purchase. That said,
dealers should also look to partner
with a company like Essendant
that can provide a product content
management solution that gathers
product information from their
suppliers and syndicates it across
their selling channels.
Increase the number of online
customer ratings and reviews.
Consumers trust what their
community and peers are telling
them nearly 12 times more than
branded content. Online ratings and
reviews give customers confidence
in the products they purchase. With
this in mind, dealers should ensure
buyers are able to rate and review
products, see star ratings and sort
reviews by rating dates to ensure
they have the information they need
to make a purchase.

previous buying behavior. These
recommendations can be suggested
in the cart, or placed as banner ads
on the site.
Dealers should also focus
on pushing premium add-ons
throughout the buyer journey. For
example, if a customer puts hand
sanitizer in the cart, the dealers can
offer a sanitizer stand as well. While
the stand isn’t necessary, offering
this premium content improves the
customer experience and drives
additional sales.
●

●

Create a digital strategy for new
market entry. Some dealers have
found their footing in a niche market
but several are looking to expand
their business into new verticals or
new product categories as a result
of market pressures and customer
demand. However, this process
can be difficult to navigate, not to
mention costly. Dealers should look
for a partner that allows them to gain
significant growth in key vertical
markets and build their business.
Optimize performance of printed
materials. Despite our increasingly
digital world, print remains an
important part of the marketing
mix. It serves as a tangible
display of product offerings and
an invaluable sales tool to extend
online communication offline. Flyers
provide an efficient way to promote

throughout the year and keep the
dealer’s brand top of mind. The key
is to ensure all print pieces integrate
seamlessly with digital campaigns
and promotions.
Additionally, catalogs provide an
exhaustive reference to reinforce
the breadth and depth of product
offerings, and serve as another touch
point for building a relationship with
customers. As an important brand
building tool for the dealer, the
catalog cover should clearly convey
the dealer’s brand and their value
proposition to their customers.
●

Design for an omnichannel
experience. Customers today take a
non-linear journey to purchase. They
also have a range of preferences
for how they research products and
buy. Some may start with print and
then go online. Others may start with
a promotional email and then call a
salesperson. Regardless of the path,
it’s critical that all touch points along
the path present a consistent image
of the dealer’s brand and a seamless
experience for the customer.
With business buyers increasingly
shifting online, dealers should waste
no time developing and honing their
e-commerce and digital marketing
strategies. We understand this may
seem like a daunting task, but by
following this checklist dealers can
lay the groundwork for a successful
program in 2019 and beyond.

Provide product recommendations
and suggest premium add-ons. By
suggesting similar or accompanying
products when a customer puts
something in their cart, dealers
can foster a more personalized
experience and encourage the
customer to purchase all items in one
place. Dealers can also do this by
providing curated recommendations
based on that customer’s
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Customers are always right…
except when they’re not
By Ed Katz

Who hasn’t heard the saying The
customer is always right? It often crops
up, along with its ugly cousin When the
customer says ‘Jump’, you should ask
‘How high?’
In my opinion, these clichés were
probably written by customers trying
to take advantage of a salesperson or
a company. I could give you hundreds
of stories in which this happened to
my own company during a move,
but here’s one of my favorites, that
happened before a move.
Over a four-year period, we had bid
on two large office moves for one of the
Big Five national accounting firms. We
lost their first move because of price.
Even though they told us they wanted to
use us for their second job (since their
first move had been a disaster), we lost
that bid, too—ostensibly because we
were too expensive.
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Two years later—year six—they
asked us to bid again on their third
large move. This time they assured us
we would win the job because their
second move didn’t finish on time
for the price quoted and had a lot of
damage. Faced with that opportunity,
would you have bid on their third move,
believing that “the customer is always
right”? Would you be prepared to do
the proverbial high jump? After two
unsuccessful efforts, here’s what we
did—and it may shock you!
We told them we’d be glad to give
them a bid for their upcoming move but
only if they’d give us a $4,000 up-front
retainer that we’d apply to their final
bill after the move. They were shocked
and complained that we were the only
mover who asked for a retainer. They
refused to pay the retainer and, so, we
didn’t bid on the job.
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By the way—five months later they
surrendered their licenses to practice
as CPAs and went out of business
because of their handling of Enron. It’s
probably just as well that we didn’t get
the job—chances are we might still be
trying to collect payment for it!!
Moral of the story—customers
are NOT always right, and it takes a
furniture dealer with a strong backbone
to stand up to unreasonable demands.
You may lose a bid, but you never know
when doing so helps you dodge a
bullet—financially speaking, of course!
Ed Katz is with the International Office
Moving Institute (IOMI). IOMI provides
online office moving training to movers
and furniture dealers. He can be
reached at edkatz@officemoves.com,
404-358-2172. His website is www.
officemoves.com
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